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Abstract— Seminal work by Chevillat and Costello showed that
for specific convolutional codes transmitted over a binary sym-
metric channel and decoded by sequential decoding, a measure of
decoding effort decreases exponentially with the column distance
function of the code. This has led to a large body of research
in the design of codes with good distance profiles which are also
used for transmission over Gaussian channels. In this paper we
analyze the computational complexity of a stack decoder working
on a specific tree code with real (as opposed to binary) symbols,
transmitted over a memoryless Gaussian channel. In contrast
to prior work that used random coding arguments, we use the
intuition provided by the original proof to prove that decoding
effort exhibits similar behavior even for a memoryless Gaussian
channel. Our result is applicable to convolutional codes with anti-
podal signaling, sequence detection over Gaussian ISI channels
and some sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sequential decoding is a sub-optimal method for decoding
tree codes. Tree codes, such as convolutional codes, that are
generated by encoders that have finite memory can be decoded
optimally by the Viterbi algorithm. The computation required
by the Viterbi algorithm to decode a codeword is exponential
in the memory of the code. Sequential decoders such as the
stack decoder [1], assign a value (or “metric”) to each partial
path through the tree. They then perform a metric first search
of the tree. The number of paths explored by these algorithms
depends on the growth of the metric along the correct and
incorrect paths, which in turn depends on the particular noise
instantiation for that channel use. Thus, the computational
effort of sequential decoding is a random variable. Random
coding arguments have been used [2] to show that for rates R
less than some value Rcomp the average computational effort
of sequential decoders is small and essentially independent of
the size of the memory of the code. This makes sequential
decoding an attractive alternative to Viterbi decoding for tree
codes with large memory. Seminal work by Chevillat and
Costello [3] developed an upper bound on the computational
effort and error probability for a specific convolutional code
(as opposed to the existence proofs using random coding
arguments) over the binary symmetric channel (BSC). These
bounds decrease exponentially with the so called “column
distance function” of the convolutional code.

Research in areas such as sensor networks [4], [5] and
decoding over ISI channels [6] have shown that many real

world problems can be expressed as tree codes. These codes
may have very large memory making sequential decoding a
practical alternative to the Viterbi algorithm. [7] suggests the
use of sequential decoding for decoding lattice codes. These
applications have resulted in renewed interest in sequential
decoding algorithms, especially in the case of real (as op-
posed to binary) symbols transmitted over an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. While there has been work
on construction of good codes for sequential decoding over
AWGN channels, such as [8] for convolutional codes, [9] for
trellis codes and [10] for linear block codes, that used the
results in [3] for motivation, there has been no analysis of
sequential decoding over AWGN channels.

In this paper we analyze the computational complexity of
a stack decoder working on a specific tree code transmitted
over a memoryless Gaussian channel where the transmitted
symbols can take any real value. We analyze a particular form
of the metric (which has a bias parameter) and show that
there exists a bias for which the computational effort decreases
exponentially with the column distance function (calculated as
a squared Euclidean distance) of the tree code. Since the proof
does not require independence of the transmitted symbols
the proof holds for (i) convolutional codes with anti-podal
signaling, (ii) sequence detection over Gaussian ISI channels
and (iii) some sensor networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II we establish notation based on previous work. In Section
III we deviate from prior work and establish the bound for
specific tree codes over Gaussian channels. In Section IV we
discuss the extension of the results to bound the probability
of decoding error. Finally in Section V we discuss some
consequences of the bound and present our conclusions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this paper we consider stack decoding of tree codes with
real symbols transmitted over a Gaussian channel. The tree
corresponding to a code is show in Fig.1. The tree begins at a
root node. Each node has 2V branches, going from left to right.
With each node we associate V input bits. To each brach from
that node, we associate one of the 2V possible assignments
for the V bits and W output symbols. For example, in Fig.1,
V = 2 and W = 3. We define the rate of the tree code
R = V

W bits/symbol. Each input message corresponds to a path
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Fig. 1. First two levels of a code tree. Path i corresponds to the transmitted
symbol sequence Xi and j corresponds to Xj in the incorrect subset S1 for
u = 1. All distances are measured from the root of Su, di(L = 1) = 2.36,
dj(L = 1) = 9.36, dij(L = 1) = 5.

through the tree and the output symbols on the corresponding
branches form the coded message ~X that is transmitted across
an AWGN channel. This forms the received symbols ~Y =
~X + ~n where ~n is the additive noise in the channel, whose
elements nk are i.i.d as N (0, σ2).

A. Stack decoding

Given a received symbol sequence the decoding problem
is to find the transmitted symbol sequence. We first select a
function (which depends on the the received sequence), which
would assign a higher value (or “metric”) to paths that are
more likely to have generated the received sequence. The stack
decoder works using a particular metric as follows. Initially the
stack contains just the root node with a metric 0. The decoder
removes the top most path from the stack and extends it by
hypothesizing all possible choices for the next V bits resulting
in 2V new paths. We call this process a node extension of
the node under consideration. Each of these new paths is
assigned a metric. These are then inserted into the stack and
the stack is sorted based on the metric, such that the path
with the highest metric is at the top of the stack. The process
continues until the topmost path on the stack has the same
length as the transmitted message. It is clear that the choice
of metric is important in guiding the search performed by the
algorithm and hence plays a very important role in deciding
its computational properties. There has been a lot of work on
designing the metric for use with sequential decoding (see [11]
[4] for two examples) for different applications.

A commonly used metric for sequential decoding of con-
volutional codes is the Fano metric [12] which is optimal for
minimum error probability decoding of variable length codes
[13]. The Fano metric for a path of length rW symbols is,

Mf (r) = log2

P (~Y (1,rW )| ~X(1,rW ))

P (~Y (1,rW ))
− rWR (1)

where ~Y (1,rW ) is the first rW received symbols and ~X(1,rW )

is the first rW transmitted symbols. For a specific tree code

(decoded over a Gaussian channel), without other constraints,
computing P (~Y (1,rW )) is not feasible and it needs to be
approximated at the decoder. One approximation is to assume
that all the received symbols are equiprobable, in which case,
after appropriate scaling, the metric can be written as

M(r) = −d(r) + γr (2)

where d(r) is the squared Euclidean distance between the first
rW symbols of ~Y and ~X , and γ is the bias term in the metric.
Note that this is not the Fano metric for the Gaussian channel
since we have approximated P (~Y (1,rW )) by a constant for all
~Y . The rest of this section sets up the quantity to be bounded
based on arguments made in [2] and uses notation from [3].

B. Computational effort in stack decoding

Let ~X
i

be an infinitely long codeword transmitted over
a Gaussian memoryless channel. The incorrect subset Su is
defined as the set of codewords ~X

j
that coincide with the

correct codeword in the first u branches but diverge in branch
u + 1. The number of node extensions Cu performed by the
decoder in each incorrect subset Su can be used as a measure
of decoding effort [2] [3]. Thus, in this paper we are interested
in bounding P (Cu > Nu) i.e., the probability that the stack
decoder will perform more than Nu node extensions in Su.

In analyzing each Su, path length is measured from the
origin of Su. Using the pigeon hole principle, we see that
before extending for the first time an incorrect path j in
Su beyond L the decoder has made atmost Nu = 2V L

computations in Su. Let [Lj > L] be the event that path j
is extended beyond length L.

P (Cu > Nu) < P (∪j [Lj > L]) (3)

where the union is over all paths j in Su. In the stack
sequential decoder, a path can be extended only if reaches
the top of the stack. If M i

min be the minimum metric along
the correct path, an incorrect path j can be extended beyond
length L only if its metric at length L, M j(L), is above M i

min.
Another way of stating this is that the metric M j(L) should
be greater than any metric along path i.

P ([Lj > L]) ≤ P (∪L′≥0

(
M j(L) ≥M i(L′)

)
(4)

Based on (2) we see that the metric value difference is
related to the difference in squared Euclidean distance between
the two paths (i upto length L′ and j upto length L), and
the received symbol sequence. We seek to bound (4) by a
value that decreases exponentially with the “column distance
function” of the code, which we now proceed to define.
dij(L) is the squared Euclidean distance between ~X

i

(1,WL)

and ~X
j

(1,WL) ∈ Su, that is dij(L) =
∑WL
k=1(x

i
k − x

j
k)

2 where

xik is the kth symbol in sequence ~X
i
. We define the column

distance function (CDF) of the code to be

dc(r) = min
i, ~Xj∈Su

dij(r) = min
i, ~Xj∈Su

Wr∑
k=1

(xik − x
j
k)

2 (5)



This differs from the Hamming distance based CDF defined
in [3]. dc(r) is a monotonically increasing function of r. We
define di(L′) to be the squared Euclidean distance between
the first L′ branches of path i and the received sequence ~Y
beyond u. dj(L) is the squared Euclidean distance between
the first L branches of path j and the received sequence ~Y
beyond u. Examples are in Fig.1. Using (2) in (4),

P ([Lj > L]) ≤
∞∑
L′=0

P (di(L′)− dj(L) > γ(L′ − L))

=
L∑

L′=0

P (di(L′)− dj(L) > γ(L′ − L))

+
∞∑

L′=L+1

P (di(L′)− dj(L) > γ(L′ − L)) (6)

III. UPPER BOUND ON NUMBER OF COMPUTATIONS FOR
THE AWGN CHANNEL

We now proceed to analyze (6). The differences in the rest
of the proof, as compared to [3], arise due to the real valued
transmitted symbols and the Gaussian channel as opposed
to binary symbols transmitted over the BSC. We analyze
the two sums separately, and show that each one decreases
exponentially with the column distance function dij(L).
A. Case A: L+ 1 ≤ L′ <∞
yk is the kth recieved symbol yk = xik + nk.

di(L′)− dj(L) =
WL′∑
k=1

(xik − yk)2 −
WL∑
k=1

(xjk − yk)
2 (7)

= −
WL∑
k=1

(xik − x
j
k)

2 − 2
WL∑
k=1

nk(xik − x
j
k) +

WL′∑
k=WL+1

n2
k

Define s = di + d1(L), di =
∑WL′

k=WL+1 n
2
k and d1(L) =

−2
∑WL
k=1 nk(x

i
k−x

j
k). d

i is the sum of squares of W (L′−L)
Gaussian i.i.d zero mean random variables, and hence it has
a χ2 distribution with N = W (L′ − L) degrees of freedom.
d1(L) is the sum of independent Gaussian random variables
and is distributed as N (0, 4σ2dij(L)). di is random because of
the dependence on noise samples nk, k = WL+1, . . . ,WL′

and d1(L) depends on the noise samples nk, k = 1, . . . ,WL.
These are non-overlapping intervals and the noise is i.i.d. Thus,
di and d1(L) are independent random variables. Hence the
sum s = di + d1(L) has a moment generating function (mgf)
that is the product of the mgfs of the two parts.

φs(t) =
1

(1− 2σ2t)
W (L′−L)

2

e2σ
2dij(L)t2 , Re{t} < 1

2σ2
(8)

We define ε = dij(L)+ γ(L′−L). Using the Chernoff bound
for t ∈ R, t > 0,
∞∑

L′=L+1

P (di(L′)− dj(L) > γ(L′ − L)) =
∞∑

L′=L+1

P (s > ε)

≤ e−d
ij(L)(t−2σ2t2)

∞∑
L′=L+1

(
etγ(1− 2σ2t)

W
2

)−(L′−L)

(9)

which is finite if W
2 loge(1 − 2σ2t) + tγ > 0. The slope of

W
2 loge(1 − 2σ2t) + tγ at t = 0 is −Wσ2 + γ. By choosing
γ > Wσ2, the conditions in (8) and (9) can be satisfied.
∞∑

L′=L+1

P (s ≥ ε) ≤ e−d
ij(L)(t−2σ2t2) 1

etγ(1− 2σ2t)
W
2 − 1

= G(t)e−d
ij(L)(t−2σ2t2) (10)

where G(t) is independent of L. From (8), t < 1
2σ2 =⇒ t−

2σ2t2 > 0. We can minimize this bound over 0 < t < 1
2σ2 . Let

the minimizing value of t be t1. Define E1 = t1−2σ2t21) > 0.
For t = t1, the bound on the sum is exponentially decreasing
with dij(L).

We have established two conditions on t. Eq. (8) requires
that t < 1

2σ2 and (9) requires that W2 loge(1−2σ2t)+ tγ > 0.
We have shown there always exists a value of the bias term
γ in the metric which results in this sum in the bound going
to 0 exponentially with dij(L), irrespective of the rate R. [3]
used a similar condition to bound the rate R that sequential
decoding can support, but actually this is only a consequence
of the metric selected. [3] used the Fano metric where γ is a
function of R, and hence a bound on R was obtained.

B. Case B: 0 ≤ L′ ≤ L
We now proceed to analyze the second sum in (6).

di(L′)− dj(L) =
WL′∑
k=1

(xik − yk)2 −
WL∑
k=1

(xjk − yk)
2 (11)

= −dij(L′)− 2
WL′∑
k=1

nk(xik − x
j
k)

−
WL∑

k=WL′+1

(nk − (xjk − x
i
k))

2

We define s = d2(L′) − d3(L,L′). d2(L′) =
−2
∑WL′

k=1 nk(x
i
k − xjk) is distributed as N (0, 4σ2dij(L′)).

d3(L,L′) =
∑WL
k=WL′+1(nk − (xjk − xik))2 and hence has a

non-central χ2 distribution with N = W (L − L′) degrees
of freedom, non-centrality parameter d2 = dij(L) − dij(L′).
d2(L) and d3(L,L′) depend on non-overlapping segments of
the i.i.d noise and hence are independent. Thus, the mgf of s
is given by the product of mgfs,

φs(t) = e2σ
2dij(L′)t2 1

(1 + 2σ2t)
W (L−L′)

2

(12)

.e
−(−dij(L′)+dij(L)) t

(1+2σ2t) , Re{t} > − 1
2σ2

We define ε = dij(L′)+γ(L′−L). Using the Chernoff bound,
for t ∈ R, t > 0,

L∑
L′=0

P (di(L′)− dj(L) > γ(L′ − L)) =
L∑

L′=0

P (s > ε)

≤ e−d
ij(L)( t

(1+2σ2t)
)

L∑
L′=0

e
dij(L′)(−t+2σ2t2+ t

(1+2σ2t)
)

.e−(L′−L)[tγ−W 1
2 loge(1+2σ2t)] (13)



For t > 0, (−t + 2σ2t2 + t
(1+2σ2t) ) > 0. Further, dij(L)

monotonically increases with L. Thus, we can upper bound
(13) by replacing dij(L′) by dij(L).

L∑
L′=0

P (s > ε) ≤ e−d
ij(L)(t−2σ2t2)

.

L∑
L′=0

e−(L′−L)[tγ−W 1
2 loge(1+2σ2t)]

≤ e−d
ij(L)(t−2σ2t2) eL[tγ−W2 loge(1+2σ2t)]

1− e−[tγ−W2 loge(1+2σ2t)]

≤ H(t)eLφe−d
ij(L)(t−2σ2t2) (14)

where H(t) is independent of L and φ = tγ − W
2 loge(1 +

2σ2t). Note that φ ≥ 0 since γ > Wσ2 and that φ is convex
in t. For t < 1

2σ2 , (t−2σ2t2) > 0. We can optimize this bound
over t < 1

2σ2 . Let t2 be the optimizing value. Define E2 =
t2−2σ2t22 > 0. For t = t2 this bound decreases exponentially
with dij(L).

C. Combined Bound

Since (10),(14) show that each of the two sums in (6)
decreases exponentially with dij(L), so does the LHS of (6).
Define µ = min(E1, E2).

P ([Lj > L]) ≤ H(t2)eLφe−d
ij(L)(E2) +G(t2)e−d

ij(L)(E1)

≤ e−d
ij(L)(µ)+Lφ(H(t2) +G(t1)) (15)

≤ βe−µd
ij(L)+Lφ (16)

where our choice of t1, t2 and γ ensures that µ > 0. We
see that the bound does not depend on the specific path j but
only on its distance dij(L). So, we define [Ld > L] to be the
event that a particular path of length L in Su at a distance
d from path i is extended. Since there are only a countable
number of paths j ∈ Su , the distance d = dij(L) for some
path j can only take a countable number of values. We form
a discretization of the real line from dc(r) to ∞, every δ step
length. We define the summation to be over dc(r), . . . , dc(r)+
kδ, . . .. Then nd denotes the number of incorrect paths in Su
whose distance from the correct path at length L lies between
d and d+ δ. We assume that nd ≤ edξ < edµ (i.e., ξ < µ).

P (∪j [Lj > L]) ≤
∞∑

d=dc(L)

ndP ([Ld > L])

≤
∞∑

d=dc(L)

βe−(µ−ξ)d+Lφ ≤ β e
−(µ−ξ)dc(L)+Lφ

1− e−(µ−ξ)δ (17)

For this bound to be practical, we require that (µ− ξ)dc(L)−
Lφ be positive, that is dc(L) > rdL, where rd = φ

µ−ξ . This
presents a lower bound on how fast the CDF must grow. Based
on our initial definitions, L = 1

V log2(Nu), and so we have
the final bound from (3).

P (Cu > Nu) < β
e−

(µ−ξ)
V dc(log2(Nu))+ 1

V (log2(Nu))φ

1− e−(µ−ξ)δ (18)

Increasing γ beyond Wσ2 in Case A increases µ but also
increases φ. These two equations show the effect of the choice
of bias on computational complexity of sequential decoding.
The bias γ could be chosen to balance the computations in
Case A (10) and Case B (14) (perhaps by performing a line
search). The optimal value will depend on the specific CDF
of the code. We do not optimize γ in this paper, but use R.

IV. UPPER BOUND ON ERROR PROBABILITY

We have reduced the bound in (16) to exactly the same
form as in [3], (66). We can use the same arguments as [3]
to bound the probability of error. We present their arguments
for completeness.

A proto-error EPu is the event that an incorrect path j in
Su has a higher metric at the point of merger with the correct
path i than the minimum metric along path i beyond u [2],[3].
No decoding error can occur without a proto-error. Eu is the
event that error occurs in Su. Let path j merge with path i at
depth Lm.

PEu ≤ PEPu

≤
∑
j∈Su

P (M j(Lm) > M i
min))

≤
∑
j∈Su

βe−µd
ij(Lm)+Lmφ (19)

using (16). From the lower bound on growth dc(Lm) > rdLm

PEu <
∑
j∈Su

βe−dω =
∞∑

d=dfree

wdβe
−dω (20)

where ω = rdµ − φ. We discretize d again from dfree with
some parameter δ′, and define wd to be the number of paths in
Su with merging distance between d and d+δ′. By definition,
d ≥ dfree (the free distance of the code). If wd ≤ edρ < edω ,

PEu < ηe−(ω−ρ)dfree (21)

where η = β

1−e−δ′(ω−ρ) .

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

As mentioned in the introduction, our proof holds even
when the transmitted symbols are dependent. We consider a
few special cases where are results would be useful. Recent
work in detection for sensor network applications [5] and
decoding lattice codes [7] has resulted in a renewed interest
in sequential decoding for new applications. An implication
of our results to these problems is that rather than using
the Fano metric which works well for good convolutional
codes, the metric bias should be tuned for each application
for better performance (see for example [4]). [7] raised the
question of pre-processing such that lattice codes can be
decoded efficiently by sequential decoding. We suggest that
pre-processing that optimizes the squared Euclidean column
distance function could be useful in improving the perfor-
mance of sequential decoding. In [5], a model was suggested
for sensor networks with the environment being discrete and
each sensor has a specific field of view. The sensor output
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Fig. 2. Performance of sequential decoding over a Gaussian ISI channel:
Dependence on Column Distance Function

could be a real value (such as the weighted sum of sensed
regions with additive Gaussian noise). Modifying the sensor
to obtain a larger column distance function can result in faster
and more accurate performance of sequential decoding [14].
The accuracy increase is because any practical system must
have a bound on the number of computations. The case of
transmission of real values across Gaussian ISI channels is
also of interest in applications such as wireless communication
and large memory ISI channels in data storage systems [15].

We consider the case of antipodal transmission over a
Gaussian ISI channel. To produce each curve we ran 104

simulations, with 103 bits transmitted in each simulation at an
SNR of 7dB. The maximum number of node extensions was
set to 105. We consider two channels as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Channel 1 has weights [10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1], while the Channel
2 has first weight -10 and all the other weights the same as
Channel 1. The conventional approach to detection over ISI
channels is to use a Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE). The
performance of the DFE depends on the partial energy sums
of the channel response. Both Channels 1 and 2 have the same
partial energy sums and would perform the same with a DFE
detector. Partial energy sums are important for the DFE since
it cannot backtrack and the probability of error is determined
by the probability of the first error. Sequential decoders can
backtrack and hence their performance is determined by the
entire CDF. As shown in Fig. 2(b) Channel 2 has a faster
increasing CDF, and so based on the results of this paper we
expect sequential decoding to perform better over Channel 2.
From 2(c) we see that the probability that a large number
of computations is made is substantially larger for Channel
1, even though both channels have the same partial energy
sums. Thus, the CDF is a better indicator of the computational
properties of sequential decoding than the partial energy sums.

In this paper we have proved a bound on computation
and error rate for a particular tree code with real symbols

transmitted over an AWGN channel. While we have followed
[3], we made substantial changes to account for the continuous
Gaussian channel. We proved that for a metric of the form
(2) (parametrized by γ) there exists a value of γ such that
the expected number of computations in each incorrect subset
is bounded by a quantity which decreases exponentially with
the CDF dij(L), if the code meets certain criteria; (i) dij(L)
grows faster than a specified linear function of L and (ii) the
number of partial paths j of length L having dij(L) between
d and d + δ be bounded. Comparing the conditions on t in
(8), (9) and (13), we note that the parameter γ represents
a tradeoff which determines the performance of sequential
decoding, and is a parameter that can be optimized. Analyzing
(18), we see that if we require the computation to be small
(Nu small) this depends on dc( 1

V log2(Nu)) which indicates
that the initial part of the CDF is the most important in
deciding the performance of sequential decoding. Since higher
rate codes can be expected to have slowly increasing CDF
(because codewords are packed closer together), there exists
a rate above which sequential decoding is inefficient.
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